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SAA welcomes Stefania Maciuceanu (Managing Associate) and Tudor Ciambur

(Senior Associate) in the Dispute Resolution and Real Estate teams

This month, SAA is proud to announce and welcome Stefania Maciuneanu as one of the firm’s Dispute

Resolution Managing Associates and Tudor Ciambur as a Senior Associate in the Real Estate Department. 

Stefania Maciuceanu joins SAA with over 12 years of experince in the litigation field. Before joining the SAA

team, Stefania Maciuceanu was part of the dispute resolution team of one of the biggest law firms in Romania.

Ştefania was involved mostly in real estate disputes, including claims for the recovery of nationalized and

expropriated property, restoration of property right, nullity of deeds, actions for recovery of possession, including

the drafting of complains in front of the European Court of Human Rights. Ștefania also coordinated complex

insolvency, debt recovery and banking and financial law projects.

She is both a Bachelor of Law of the Faculty of Law, University of Bucharest, and a Bachelor of Law of

University Paris I Panteon Sorbonne – Community Law and French Law. Ștefania also holds a Master’s Degree in

International Business Law from the Franco-Romanian Law College.

With a professional background of 7 years at one of the top law firms in Romania, Tudor Ciambur has joined

Stratulat Albulescu Attorneys at Law as a Senior Associate in the Real Estate Department.  He assists clients in

connection with a wide range of real estate matters, including real estate acquisition and development, transaction

structuring, lease agreements, due diligence, business takeover, joint ventures and exit strategies.

He has substantial experience in drafting, structuring and negotiating legal agreements, as well as in providing

legal advice. His expertise also includes urbanism and permitting matters for complex mixed-use projects, as well

as in-depth knowledge of office, residential, retail and logistic businesses. Also, Tudor assisted clients in

connection with the development of large photovoltaic and wind parks.

Tudor has excellent abilities to assess facts and issues, identify and mitigate risks, see practical opportunities and

come up with tailored and creative legal solutions that add business value to clients. With rigorous work ethics and

highly developed communication and collaborative skills, he meets organisational objectives and delivers expected

results in all legal matters within his area.

The recruitment of Stefania and Tudor is part of the Firm’s continued growth in the practice areas of the Firm in

accordance with its strategy.
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